
 

 

Perfect Timing:  The Omega Speedmaster celebrates 60 years 

as the go-to watch of racers and moonwalkers 

Philadelphia  (July 27, 2017)   It became legendary as the Apollo 11 “Moonwatch,” but the Omega 
Speedmaster chronograph first marked time in 1957, measuring split seconds at more terrestrial 

locales: the roaring speedways of Daytona and Laguna Seca.  

The story of how a Swiss luxury timepiece earned a historic place at American racetracks and 

launch pads is one of many nuggets of chronograph lore being shared by the experts at Govberg 

Jewelers, as Omega marks the Speedmaster’s 60th anniversary with a limited reissue. “It was 1957, and speed was king,” said Govberg’s Tim Mosso, a contributor to the “Govberg On Time Spotlight” at the Govberwatches.com blog.  “Enzo Ferrari, Ferdinand Porsche and Donald 

Healey were building these fantastic machines to go up against Americans such as Briggs 

Cunningham.” “It was the golden age of road rallies and endurance racing,” he added. “Demand for split-second 

chronographs was strong.” 

With its distinctive black dial and “broad arrow” hands, the Speedmaster was an immediate 

sensation.  Omega’s reputation for rugged quality, recently proven with the success of the deep-diving “Seamaster,” paved the way.  A classic tri-register dial and tachymeter scale around the rim 

made the Speedmaster steel watch a model of toughness, precision, and style. “In retrospect, the release date made the Speedmaster ‘perfectly timed’ to become the watch of 

American astronauts a few years later when the space race took center stage,” Mosso said. “Of course, it went on to become the first watch on the lunar surface.”  
Govberg is carrying the limited reissue exclusively at its Walnut Street location.  

The focus on the Omega Speedmaster is the first?/latest? In a series of “Govber OnTime” spotlights, 
online reviews of the rich history and exquisite craftsmanship behind today’s fine watches.  “Six of our long-time experts are contributing to the series,” said owner Danny Govberg. ”We’ve 
seen generation after generation of Philadelphians captivated by the elegance and the magic of these beautiful pieces, and we love educating and sharing our passion with them.” 
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About Govberg Jewelers: In its 101st year as a family-owned Philadelphia icon, Govberg Jewelers 

offers exquisite timepieces, beautiful jewels and exceptional service at three Philadelphia-area 

locations. Recognized throughout the East Coast as a premier provider of timepieces, Govberg also 

proudly features an extensive jewelry selection, including a stunning assortment of diamond 

designs from our Signature Collection, and a full bridal department. 

Editors:  The full solar eclipse may pass us by, but a great local angle would be a feature on the 

Omega SpeedMaster chronograph, the famous “Moonwatch,” used on the lunar surface by Apollo 11 

astronauts.  Philadelphia’s Govberg Jewelers are part of Omega’s 60th anniversary limited reissue of 

this famous watch, and staff are available to discuss why sensitive timing is critical to space 

ventures and demonstrate the incredible beauty and craftsmanship of the Speedmaster.    
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